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AbstrAct: Schema matching is a basic problem in many 
database application domains, such as data integration. The 
problem of schema matching can be formulated as follows, 
“given two schemas, Si and Sj, find the most plausible corre-
spondences between the elements of Si and Sj, exploiting all 
available information, such as the schemas, instance data, and 
auxiliary sources” [24].  Given the rapidly increasing number 
of data sources to integrate and due to database heterogene-
ities, manually identifying schema matches is a tedious, time 
consuming, error-prone, and therefore expensive process. As 
systems become able to handle more complex databases and 
applications, their schemas become large, further increasing the 
number of matches to be performed. Thus, automating this pro-
cess, which attempts to achieve faster and less labor-intensive, 
has been one of the main tasks in data integration. However, 
it is not possible to determine fully automatically the different 
correspondences between schemas, primarily because of the 
differing and often not explicated or documented semantics of 
the schemas. Several solutions in solving the issues of schema 
matching have been proposed. Nevertheless, these solutions 
are still limited, as they do not explore most of the available 
information related to schemas and thus affect the result of 
integration. This paper presents an approach for matching 
schemas of heterogeneous relational databases that utilizes 
most of the information related to schemas, which indirectly 
explores the implicit semantics of the schemas, that further 
improves the results of the integration.
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1. Introduction

A database schema comprises the gross structure and con-
straints on the database. Database schemas often do not pro-
vide explicit semantics for their data. Database heterogeneities, 
or differences, can make access to information intricate [22]. 

Thus, a heterogeneous database that unites various existing 
databases, which support different schemas and technologies, 
by providing a uniform database schema and querying capabili-
ties is critically required [22]. The process of integrating data 
from multiple, heterogeneous sources are called heterogeneous 
database integration [22]. This process is made harder due 
to heterogeneities at the following levels: (i) syntactic hetero-
geneity – differences in the language used for representing 
the elements; (ii) structural heterogeneity – differences in the 
types, structures of the elements; (iii) model/representational 
heterogeneity – differences in the underlying models; and (iv) 
semantic heterogeneity – where the same real world entity is 
represented using different terms or vice-versa.

Schemas support declarative access to and manipulation of 
data. Thus, they represent the prime interface for establishing 
interoperability between tools that depend on shared data. 
The heterogeneous database integration, or simply database 
integration, aims at providing a uniform and consistent view, the 
so-called global schema, over a set of autonomous and hetero-
geneous data sources, so that data residing in different sources 
can be accessed as if it was in a single schema. In practice, data 
integration is often done incrementally by starting with a simple 
global schema and adding new data sources when needed. 
The integration of a new data source into an existing global 
schema can be performed in two steps, a matching and a data 
transformation step. In the first step, the source schemas are 
compared against each other to discover their sim ilar and dis-
tinct elements. While the distinct elements and their instances 
can be taken over from the data source, the correspondences 
between the similar elements are needed in the second step 
to generate queries for transforming their instances from the 
source schema into the global schema [22].

Schema matching is a basic problem in many database ap-
plication domains, such as data integration. Schema matching 
is a fundamental operation in the manipulation of schema in 
formatting match, which takes two schemas that correspond 
semantically to each other. Schema matching is typically 
performed manually, perhaps supported by a graphical user 
interface. Manually specifying schema matches is a tedious, 
time consuming, error-prone, and therefore expensive process, 
this is a growing problem given the rapidly increasing number 
of data sources to integrate. As systems become able to handle 
more complex databases and applications, their schemas 
become large, further increasing the number of matches to be 
performed. The level of effort is at least linear in the number 
of matches to be performed, maybe worse than linear of one 
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need to evaluate each match in the context of other possible 
matches of the same elements [20].  

This paper presents an approach for matching heterogeneous 
relational databases’ schemas by exploiting most of the informa-
tion related to schemas. Our solution considers both the syntac-
tic and semantic heterogeneities and provides data integration 
without user intervention, which further improves the results of 
the integration. We are more concerned in matching schemas 
of relational model since this model is the most dominant model 
and many database applications; especially applications for 
distributed environment are still adopting this model [7]. Due 
to its simple structure (table form), many users preferred to 
use this model such as the biomedical scientists where many 
existing biomedical databases for instance GeneCards, Health 
Information Resource Database, Stanford HIV Drug Resistance 
Database (HIV DB), and Chronus are developed based on this 
model [16].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pres-
ents some background concepts related to the work presented 
in this paper. Section 3 highlights the previous works related 
to the research. Emphasis is given to those research works 
focusing on relational model. Section 4 presents our proposed 
approach while the achievement of the proposed approach is 
discussed in Section 5.  Conclusions are presented in the final 
section, 6. 

2. Preliminaries

The schema of a database system is its structure described in 
a formal language supported by the DBMS. In a relational da-
tabase, the schema defines the relations (tables), the attributes 
(fields) in each table, and the relationships between attributes 
and relations. The database schema integration is important in 
building multi database systems. Integration is a set of processes 
that includes schema mapping and schema matching.

A schema mapping is a high-level specification that describes 
the relationship between two database schemas. As schema 
mappings constitute the essential building blocks of data 
exchange and data integration, an extensive investigation of 
the foundations of schema mappings has been carried out in 
recent years. 

Rahm and Bernstein [20] had mentioned three types of map-
ping functions: (i) Term Mappings: Terms/data items in the two 
databases are related to each other. The relationships between 
those terms can be one-one. (ii) Simple Structural Mappings: 
Schema element in one database is related to schema ele-
ment/elements in another database. (iii) Conditional Structural 
Mappings: The mapping is condition-dependent. This is the 
case where the schemas together with allowed data values 
are transformed in an integrated fashion to map a query to a 
target database in which both schema and the structure of the 
data values are different.

Schema matching is the process of identifying semantic map-
pings, or correspondences, between two or more schemas. 
Schema matching is one of the steps and critical part of schema 
integration. The resulting schema can then be in the form of a 
view, or schema, of an integrated database. In its simplest form, 
schema matching consists of identifying two elements from two 
different schemas as semantically equivalent, or matched. In 
Figure 1, for example GeneName from schema A and Name 
from schema B are match. This is an example of a match that 
could have been determined by examining just the element 
names. It is also an example of a direct match, sometimes 
also termed a match of 1:1 cardinality, means that a single 

element from one schema is matched to a single element in 
another schema.

Much research has been directed at developing direct matches. 
In the example above, the chromosome may require an indirect 
match, sometimes termed a match of cardinality 1:n, to match 
Strend in schema A with CHR_Str and CHR_End in schema 
B. Even so, one schema might have additional information not 
in the other. In this case, only a partial match would be pos-
sible between the two schemas. This can also be seen with 
the element Nucl in schema A, which has no corresponding 
match in schema B. 

Moreover, some matches may be complex matches, also 
termed matches of m:n cardinality, where multiple elements in 
one schema must be matched to multiple elements in the other. 
The example in Figure 2 shows how the appropriate elements 
to match may need to be determined through an examination 
of each schema’s structure. Consideration of the database 
structure would help enable the match of Organism_Name 
rather than OrgID from schema C since Organism_Name is 
presumably the same data type as Organism in schema D, 
whereas OrgID would not be.

These examples provide some illustrations of problems encoun-
tered when attempting to match schemas. Ram and Park [21] 
considered these problems to be conflicts between schemas, 
and separated them into schema or data level conflicts. Schema 
level conflicts include cases where schemas are created with dif-
ferent names for similar entities or attributes (naming conflicts), 
or where different structures (generalization, aggregation) are 
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Schema A 
GeneID Species CHR Strend GeneName Nucl 
3248743 human SH2D1A 2498 Homo 

Sapines 
DNA 

4584032 house 
mouse 

mKIAA0465 17869 Mus 
Musculus 

RNA 

1238700 Zebrafi zgc12873 28732 Danio RNA 
 
Schema B 

GID Organis
m 

Name CHR_St
r 

CHR_En
d 

Ref 

324874
3 

eukaryota Rattus 323 2821 taxon:9606 

458403
2 

eukaryota Bos 
Taurus 

324 18193 taxon:1011
6 

123870
0 

chordata Homo 
Sapien

s 

324 29056 taxon:9913 

 

Figure 1. Simple Schema Matching based on Element Name 
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Schema C 

GID Gname OrgID CHR_End 
1122 humo 2321 908797 
1234 Bos Taurus 3230 898789 
3384 Rattus norvegicus 3432 470930 

 

OrgID Organism_Name 
2321 human 
3230 animal 
3432 human 

 
Schema D 
GeneID Gname Organism 
23212 Eukaryoto human 
98892 chordata animal 
49387 norvegicus animal 

 
GeneID Nucl Strend 
23212 DNA 908797 
98892 RNA 898789 
49387 DNA 470930 

 

Figure 2. Example of Schema Matching using Structure 
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encountered when attempting to match schemas. Ram 
and Park [21] considered these problems to be conflicts 
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Schema matching has been explored by various 
researchers in various data models such as ER [17, 18], 
relational model [2, 3, 8, 11, 13, 19], and XML model [4, 
5, 6, 9, 10, 15, 20, 21, 23]. Several solutions in solving 
the issues of schema matching have been proposed.  
 

Bilke and Naumann [2] developed a method to match 
schemas based on instance data. The approach develops 
matches by identifying duplicates. Duplicates are 
developed based on tuples, rather than by examining and 
matching characteristics of instance data in single 
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Schema A

Gene ID Species CHR Strend Gene Name Nucl
3248743 human SH2DIA 2498 Homo

Sapines
DNA

4584032 house 
mouse

mKIAA0465 17869 Mus
Musculus

RNA

1238700 Zebrafi zgc 12873 28732 Danio RNA
Schema B

GID Organism Name CHR_Str CHR_End Ref
3248743 eukaryota Rattus 323 2821 taxon:9606

4584032 eukaryota Bos Taurus 324 18193 taxon:10116

1238700 chordata Homo 
sapiens

324 29056 taxon:9913 
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used to represent similar concepts (structural conflicts). Data 
level conflicts include cases where different data types or units 
of measure are used to represent similar data items.

3. Related Work

Schema matching has been explored by various researchers in vari-
ous data models such as ER [17, 18], relational model [2, 3, 8, 11, 13, 
19], and XML model [4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 15, 20, 21, 23]. Several solutions 
in solving the issues of schema matching have been proposed. 

Bilke and Naumann [2] developed a method to match schemas 
based on instance data. The approach develops matches by 
identifying duplicates. Duplicates are developed based on 
tuples, rather than by examining and matching characteristics 
of instance data in single column, as do many other approaches 
which use instance data.  The method considered only direct 
matches (those of 1:1 cardinality), and complex matches are 
not considered. A weakness of this approach is that schema 
elements that have similar data but differing semantic meanings 
(such as bill-to and ship-to addresses) may be mistakenly identi-
fied as matches. Another weakness is that schema elements 
with data expressed in different units (kilograms vs. metric 
tons, for example) will not likely be matched. The contribution 
of this approach is in the method for measuring the duplication 
between tuples and columns in two schemas, and in the ability 
to match schemas when column names may be opaque.

iMAP [3] is a composite schema matching system using both 
schemas and instance data in order to match a source schema 
to a target schema. Matches are developed for each element of 
a target schema, and these matches can be complex matches, 
involving transformations of data elements from the source da-
tabase and multiple elements in that transformation. At the core 
of iMAP are several searchers, each which examines source 
data for possible matches with target data. There are iMAP 
searchers for various types of data: text, numeric, categorical, 
and date. The data types of each element are determined by 
iMAP by examining instance data, rather than by examining the 
data dictionary. The searchers also include a schema mismatch 
searcher. The mismatch searcher finds matches where the 
elements in the source schema may have been represented 
differently in the target schema. iMAP then uses a similarity 
estimator to combine matches generated by the searchers for 
each element in the target schema in order to arrive at a score 
for each potential match. The last step is a match selector, 
which examines the matches from the similarity estimator and 
potentially discards them if they violate constraints.

SemInt match prototype [8] creates a mapping between individual 
attributes of two schemas (i.e., its match cardinality is 1:1). The 
schema-level constraints use the information available from the 
catalog of a relational DBMS. Instance data is used to enhance 
this information by providing actual value distributions, numeri-
cal averages, etc. For each criterion, the system uses a function 
to map each possible value onto the interval [0..1]. In its main 
approach, SemInt uses neural networks to determine match 
candidates. This approach requires similar attributes of the first 
input schema (e.g., foreign and primary keys) to be clustered 
together. However, the neural network approach has substantial 
performance problems for larger schemas. To improve efficiency, 
the approach identifies a match only to attribute clusters leaving it 
to the user to select the matching attributes from the cluster. 

Cupid [11] represents a sophisticated hybrid match approach 
combining a name matcher with a structural one. It is intended 
to be generic and has been applied to XML and rela tional sche-
mas. The name matcher exploits auxiliary sources for synonyms 
and abbreviations to obtain linguistic similarity between element 

names. Cupid direction ally selects for each source element the 
target element with the highest weighted similar ity exceeding a 
given threshold as the match candidate, resulting in element-level 
correspondences of 1:1 local and possibly m:n global cardinality. 
Cupid relies heavily on the thesaurus provided, limiting its ability to 
the words available in the thesaurus. It also depends on the data 
type which might be a disadvantage since a data field does not 
necessarily be the same data type in two different schemas.

Similarity Flooding (SF) [13] converts schemas (relational, 
RDF, XML) into labeled graphs and uses fix-point computa-
tion to determine correspondences of 1:1 local and m:n global 
cardinality between corresponding nodes of the graphs. The 
algorithm has been employed in a hybrid combination with a 
simple name matcher, which suggests an initial element-level 
mapping to be fed to the structural SF matcher. Unlike other 
schema-based match approaches, SF does not exploit termino-
logical relationships in an external dictionary, but entirely relies 
on string similarity between element names.

Qian at al. [19] introduces complex schema matching (CSM) 
which semi-automatically discovered 1:1 and complex matches 
for relational data to achieve their goal in improving matching 
efficiency, precision, and accuracy. Data types and values will 
be filtered to discard the unreasonable matches by preprocessor 
and clustering processor. According to domain constraint “types 
are not related” such as “attributes of text type and attributes 
of numeric type are not related”. Therefore, this can filter the 
candidate matches which types are not related and reduce 
candidate aggregation.

Based on the above literatures, it is observed that in relational 
model, most of the approaches that concentrate on contributing 
solutions to the issues of schema matching exploit the element 
name of the schemas that include name of relation and name of 
attribute [2, 3, 8, 11, 13, 19]. Some of these research works such 
as [3, 11, 19] used the data type and the domain (constraint) of 
the attribute to improve the performance of the schema matching 
process. While research works such as [3, 8, 11] used auxiliary 
sources, for instance DBMS catalog, to get further descriptions 
of the entity/attribute names. To the best of our knowledge, 
[3] and [8] employed the most available information (name of 
element, description, domain, instances, data type [3], and key 
constraints [8]) compared to the others. Table 1 summarizes the 
previous works, based on the taxonomy proposed by [20]. Here, 
only those works focusing on relational model are presented. It 
is observed that none of the previous works have considered 
name of element, description, domain, instances, data type, and 
key constraints in a single solution.

This paper takes the challenge to address the above limitation in 
matching schemas where different database designers have the 
tendency to use different names in naming the elements of the 
schemas (schema names, attribute names) as well as assigning 
different data types and roles to an attribute of a relation. In pre-
senting our proposed solution, the following databases’ schemas 
are used which are taken from the biomedical domain. Note that 
only parts of the databases are shown due to space limitation.

Gene Database:

Gene (GID, Organism, Name, CHRO, Ref, Nucl, Comments, 
Strend)
Organism (Organism, Organ_Name, Symbol, DBx, Description)

Gene_Product Database:

GeneProduct (ID, Symbol, DBxref, Species, Type, Full_Name)
Chromo (ChromoID, ChromoName, Type, Description)
Species (Species, SpName, Sploc, ChromoID, Comments)
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Cistron Database:

Organism (Organism, OrgName, CHRO, DBReference, De-
scription)
Cistron (CistronID, C_Name, Organism, Symbol)

Genome Database:

Genome (Gene_ID, Specifies, CHR, Strend, Gene_Name, 
Description)
Gene_Chromosome (CHRO, CHR_Name, CHR_Type, Symbol, 
Description)

4. The Proposed Approach

Exploring and using as much as possible the available informa-
tion during the process of matching the schemas is important as 
mentioned in [20, 24]. This is because, the more information is 
used, the more accurate the results of the schema matching pro-
cess. This can be seen in Dhamankar’s work [3], which achieved 
43-92% accuracy on several real-world domains, thus demon-
strating the promise of the approach as compared to the others. 
With this argument, our approach attempts to explore the various 
elements of relational database schemas during the matching 
process before the integration process can be realized.  Hence, 
we proposed an approach for matching relational databases 
schemas by utilizing five matchers namely:  relation schemas 
matcher, attribute name matcher, data type matcher, constraint 
matcher, and instance data matcher.  Each matcher calculates 
and records the percentage of similarities between the elements 
being compared. Matching the databases’ schemas based on 
the name of schemas and the name of attributes (element level) 
are accomplished using the following methods:

i. n-gram: strings compared according to their set of n-grams, 
i.e. sequences of n characters. An n-gram is a sub-sequence 
of n items from a given sequence. The items in question can 
be letters, words or base pairs according to the application. The 
percentage of similarities between two elements, E1 and E2, 
is calculated based on the following formula, 

|2 x ∑t ∈ n-gram(E1) ∩ n-gram(E2)log P(t)|
 (1)|∑t ∈ n-gram(E1)log P(t)| + |∑t ∈ n-gram(E2)log P(t)|
 

where n-gram(E1) and n-gram(E2) are the sets of n-gram in 
E1 and E2, respectively, and P(t) is the probability of a n-gram 
occurring in a word.

ii. synonym: words in different spelling but have the same 
meaning are known as synonym, which is part of an ontology. 
To search for the synonyms of words, a relative word table is 
used and it is created as sample in our model to show how the 
matching process is performed. The percentage of similarities 
is 100 if the terms compared exist as synonyms in the relative 
word table, 0 if the terms compared exist in the relative word 
table but not as synonyms, and ‘-‘ if one or both of the terms 
are not in the relative word table. 

After applying the n-gram method, the percentage of similarities 
between two words possibly will be improved using the synonym 
method, which is the main idea of this process. Blending both 
methods produces correct results as opposed to applying either 
method as suggested by previous works.

4.1 Relation Schemas Matcher
The relation schemas matcher compares two relation schemas 
Si and Sj of two different databases Di and Dj to identify similari-
ties between these schemas. The comparison is based on the 
name of the relation schemas. There are n × m comparisons 
if Di consists of n relation schemas while Dj consists of m rela-
tion schemas. The n-gram and synonym methods are used 
in measuring the percentage of similarities between these 
schemas and if there exists similarities between them, then 
they are considered as candidate for integration. The n-gram 
method applies the equation, Eq. 1, given earlier to measure 
the percentage of similarities between the two relation schemas, 
while the synonym method returns either 100%, 0%, or ‘-‘ de-
pending on the existence of the name of the relation schemas 
in the relative word table. The final percentage of similarities 
is calculated based on max(percentage of similarities based 
on n-gram, percentage of similarities based on synonym). It is 
assumed that max(V, -) = V, where 0 ≤ V ≤ 100. 

Table 2 illustrates this idea. Here, two relation schemas are 
compared at a time and their percentage of similarities is 
recorded. Notice that six comparisons are performed for the 
Gene and Gene_Product databases.

Au-
thor

Data 
Model

Type of 
Match

Schema

Instance Relation OthersStruc-
ture

Element

Linguistic Constraint

Name Description
Data 
Type

Foreign 
Key

Primary 
Key

Domain

[8] Relational 1:1 - Attribute DBMS 
Catalog - √ √ - √ - -

[3] Relational m:n - √ √ √ - - √ √ - -

[19]
Relational, 
XML

1:1 and 
m:n - √  

Attribute - √ - - - √ - -

[2]
Relational, 
RDF 1:1 - √ - - - - - √ 

(tuple) - Synonyms

[13]
Relational, 
RDF, and 
XML

1:1 and 
m:n √ √ - - - - - - - -

[11]
XML and 
Relational

1:1 and 
m:n

√ (name 
of nodes)

√ Thesaurus √ - - - √ √
Synonyms, 
abbreviations

Table 1. Summarization of Previous Schema Matching Approaches 
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From the above example, utilizing only the n-gram method 
results in a single pair (Gene, GeneProduct) as the candidate 
for integration, while applying the synonym method alone pro-
duces the following pair (Organism, Species) as the candidate 
for integration. In our approach the pairs (Gene, GeneProduct) 
and (Organism, Species) are candidate pairs for integration. 
This clearly shows that relying on only one of the methods will 
not produce correct candidates for integration.

Once two relation schemas are identified as similar by the rela-
tion schemas matcher, identifying the correspondences between 
these schemas at the attribute level is then performed. This level 
is responsible to identify whether two attributes from two differ-
ent schemas are similar or not. If they are similar, they should 
be merged as a single attribute. This is important as it reduces 
the number of repeated attributes as well as the number of null 
values in the global schemas. Three types of matchers are ap-
plied, namely: attribute name matcher, data type matcher, and 
constraint matcher. Figure 3 presents the flows of matching the 
elements of relation schemas based on our approach.

4.2 Attribute Name Matcher
The attribute name matcher takes two attributes at a time 
and calculates the percentage of similarities by utilizing 
the n-gram and synonym methods. Similar to the relation 
schema matchers there are k × l comparisons if Si consists 

of k attributes while Sj consists of l attributes where Si and 
Sj are identified as candidates for integration by the relation 
schemas matcher. The same rules as explained in the relation 
schemas matcher are applied in calculating the percentage 
of similarities between the attributes.

Table 3 illustrates this process. Based on the results of the 
previous step, the attributes of the relation Gene, namely: GID, 
Organism, Name, CHRO, Ref, Nucl, Comments, and Strend are 
compared against the attributes of the relation GeneProduct, 
namely: ID, Symbol, DBxref, Species, Type, and Full_Name. 
Altogether there are 48 comparisons for this example but due 
to space limitation only those comparisons that indicate the 
existence of similarities between the attributes are shown in 
the table. 

The pairs that are identified as similar are (GID, ID), (Ref, 
DBxref), (Strend, DBxref), (Organism, Species), (Name, 
Full_Name), and (Comments, Full_Name). Once a pair of 
attributes has been identified to have some similarities based 
on the attribute name matcher, it is not convinced enough 
to conclude that the pair of attributes should be merged as 
a single attribute. This is due to the fact that the attributes 
might have different data types or even different roles which 
prohibit both attributes to be merged as a single attribute 
even if the percentage of similarities identified by the at-
tribute name matcher is 100. For this reason, the data type 
matcher is then applied to the pair of attributes followed by 
the constraint matcher.

4.3 Data Type Matcher
Data type matcher uses a synonym table specifying the degree 
of compatibility between a set of predefined generic data types. 
Table 4 presents the data type synonyms table [25].

binary varying = varbinary

char varying = varchar

character = char

character = char(1)

character(n) = char(n)

character varying(n) = varchar(n)

dec = decimal

double precision = float

float[(n)] for n = 1-7 = real

float[(n)] for n = 8-15 = float

integer = int

national character(n) = nchar(n)

  

 
Once two relation schemas are identified as similar by the 
relation schemas matcher, identifying the 
correspondences between these schemas at the attribute 
level is then performed. This level is responsible to 
identify whether two attributes from two different schemas 
are similar or not. If they are similar, they should be 
merged as a single attribute. This is important as it 
reduces the number of repeated attributes as  well  as  
the  number  of null values in the global schemas. Three 
types of matchers are applied, namely: attribute name 
matcher, data type matcher, and constraint matcher. 
Figure 3 presents the flows of matching the elements of 
relation schemas based on our approach. 
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and 
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Name Full_Name 60 - 60 
Comments Full_Name 14 - 14 
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Binary varying = Varbinary 
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Character = Char 
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Double precision = Float 
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Table 5 presents the results of applying the data type 
matcher to the example given in Table 3. Note that only 
those pairs of attributes that are found to be similar by the 
attribute name matcher are processed by the data type 
matcher. Here, the percentage of similarities is 100 if the 
pair of attributes is matched based on data type and 0 
otherwise.  
 

Table 5. Applying the Data Type Matcher to the 
Attributes of Gene and GeneProduct 

Gene Relation GeneProduct Relation 
Attribute Data 

Type 
Attribute Data 

Type 

Results 

GID Integer ID Integer Match 
Organism Int Species Integer Match 
Name Char Match 
Comments Varchar2 

Full_Name Char 
Not Match 

Ref Varchar2 Match 
Strend Integer 

DBxref Varchar2 
Not Match 

 

 

From the above example, notice that although the pair 
(Strend, DBxref) is 20% similar as indicated by the 
attribute name matcher but since they have different data 
types, then they are considered as not matched. This 
reduces the number of pairs to be verified by the 
constraint matcher. 
 

4.4  Constraint Matcher 
 

The constraint matcher compares the roles of two similar 
attributes to check whether these attributes share the 
same constraints or not. Similar to the previous matcher, 
a pair of attributes is matched if they have the same role 
(100% similarities) and not otherwise (0% similarities). 
This is shown by the following example, as illustrated in 
Table 6. 
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Table 3. Applying the Attribute Name Matcher to the Attributes of 
Gene and GeneProduct

Table 4. Data Type Synonyms

Table 2. Applying the Relation Schemas Matcher to the Relation 
Schemas of Gene and Gene_Product

Schemas 
of Gene 
database

Schemas of 
Gene_Product 

database

% of 
similarities 
based on 
n-gram

% of 
similarities 
based on 
synonym

% of 
similarities 
based on 

n-gram and 
synonym

Relation 1: 
Gene

Relation 1: 
Gene Product

46.5 - 46.5

Relation 1: 
Gene

Relation 2: 
Chromo

0 0 0

Relation 1: 
Gene

Relation 3: 
Species

0 0 0

Relation 2: 
Organism

Relation 1: 
Gene Product

0 - 0

Relation 2: 
Organism

Relation 2: 
Chromo

0 0 0

Relation 2: 
Organism

Relation 3: 
Species

0 100 100
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Table 5 presents the results of applying the data type matcher to 
the example given in Table 3. Note that only those pairs of attri-
butes that are found to be similar by the attribute name matcher 
are processed by the data type matcher. Here, the percentage 
of similarities is 100 if the pair of attributes is matched based 
on data type and 0 otherwise. 

Gene Relation GeneProduct Relation Results

Attribute Data 
Type

Attribute Data Type

GID Integer ID Integer Match

Organism Int Species Integer Match

Name Char Full_Name Char Match

Comments Varchar2 Not Match

Ref Varchar2 DBxref Varchar2 Match

Strend Integer Not Match

Table 5. Applying the Data Type Matcher to the Attributes of Gene 
and GeneProduct

From the above example, notice that although the pair (Strend, 
DBxref) is 20% similar as indicated by the attribute name 
matcher but since they have different data types, then they are 
considered as not matched. This reduces the number of pairs 
to be verified by the constraint matcher.

4.4 Constraint Matcher
The constraint matcher compares the roles of two similar 
attributes to check whether these attributes share the same 
constraints or not. Similar to the previous matcher, a pair of 
attributes is matched if they have the same role (100% similari-
ties) and not otherwise (0% similarities). This is shown by the 
following example, as illustrated in Table 6.

Gene Relation GeneProduct Relation Results

Attribute Constraint Attribute Constraint

GID Primary Key ID Primary Key Match

Organism Foreign Key Species Foreign Key Match

Name - Full_
Name

- Match

Ref Foreign Key DBxref Foreign Key Match

Table 6. Applying the Constraint Matcher to the Attributes of Gene 
and GeneProduct

As a result, the pairs that are identified as matched by the con-
straint matcher are the pairs that will be merged into a single 
attribute, while other attributes will remain as they are.

4.5 Instance Data Matcher
The data type and constraint matchers introduced above are ap-
plied accordingly to the pairs of attributes that have been identified 
as similar by the attribute name matcher. There are also cases 
where a pair of attributes is detected as not similar by the attribute 
name matcher but these attributes have similarities with respect 
to the populated data in their columns. Here, the instance data 
matcher is applied to identify similarities of attributes based on 
their populated data. If it is found that there are similarities be-
tween the populated data then the pair of attributes are submitted 
to the data type and constraint matchers. The final decision as 
whether to merge the pair of attributes depends on the results 
from each of this matcher as discussed earlier. 

5. Results and Discussion

Several analyses have been performed to evaluate the per-
formance of the proposed approach. The first analysis is to 
show that the elements consider in this paper namely: attribute 
name, data type, role of an attribute, and instance data can ef-
fect the decision whether attributes should be merged or not. 
None of the previous research works have considered these 
four elements together in their approach and this analysis is to 
confirm that it is important to consider these elements during 
the schema matching process. The results of the first analysis 
are presented in figures 4 and 5. The percentage of matched 
attributes between two relation schemas, Si and Sj, is calculated 
by the following formula: 

(number of matched attributes (Si)  
 + number of matched attributes (Sj)) / (number of  
 attributes (Si) + number of attributes (Sj)) × 100. (2)

From the figures we observed that (i) in most cases the 
percentage of similarities (the percentage of matched at-
tributes) changed (either increase or decrease) whenever a 
different element is considered. For example the percentage 
of similarities between Gene and Cistron when n-gram and 
synonym are applied is 77% and this percentage increased 
to 84% and 88% (Figure 4) when data type and role of the 
attribute, respectively are considered. This shows that these 
elements have effect on the percentage of similarities and 
the percentage of matched attributes and thus affect the 
final result of integration; (ii) it is important to note also that 
utilizing more elements does not mean that the percentage 
of matched attributes will increase. This is shown clearly in 
Figure 5. This is because two attributes might have some 
similarities in terms of their names but they might have dif-
ferent data types or even roles that caused the percentage 
of matched attributes to decrease.

The second analysis presents the performance of our approach 
as compared to the previous works with respect to the percent-
age of similarities and percentage of matched attributes. From 
the Table 7, it is obvious that our approach achieved higher 
percentage of similarities and percentage of matched attributes 
compared to the previous approaches.  This is because our 
approach exploits the various elements of relational database 
schemas during the matching process. 

Parameters Our Model [3] [19] [8] [13] [11] [2]

% of 
similarities

89 82 80 82 67 73 73

% of matched 
attributes

69 63 50 62 64 51 51

Table 7. Performance Comparison 

The final analysis verified the correctness of the global schemas 
produced by our matchers as compared to the global schemas 
derived using the approaches proposed by previous works. As 
a result two cases have been identified whereby our model pro-
duces different results compared to the previous approaches. 
The first case is presented below.

Gene Database: Organism relation

Organism  
Int Primary Key

Organ_Name  
Varchar2

Symbol  
Varchar2

DBx  
Varchar2

Description  
Varchar2
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Cistron Database: Organism relation

Organism
Int Primary Key

OrgName
Varchar2

CHRO
Varchar2

DBReference
Varchar2 Foreign 
Key

Description
Varchar2

Global Schema: Our proposed model

Organism OrgName CHRO DBReference

Description Symbol DBx

Global Schema: [2, 3, 11, 13, 19]

Organism OrgName CHRO BBx and DBReference

Description Symbol

Using the model proposed by [2, 3, 11, 13, 19], the DBx and 
DBReference are merged as a single attribute in  the  global  
schema  as their models do not consider the foreign key roles 
of the attribute. In our case, we checked the instance data in 
the DBx column and if there exists at least one instance data 
that is not null and it does not appear in the referenced attribute 
(i.e. the foreign key property is violated) then the attributes 
should not be merged.

The second case is presented below:

Gene_Product Database: GeneProduct relation

ID
Int Primary Key

Symbol
Varchar2

DBxref
Varchar2 
Foreign Key

Species
Integer 
Foreign Key

Type
Varchar2

Full_Name
Char

  

Table 6.  Applying the Constraint Matcher to the 
Attributes of Gene and GeneProduct 

Gene Relation GeneProduct Relation 
Attribute Constraint Attribute Constraint 

Results 

GID Primary 
Key 

ID Primary 
Key 

Match 

Organism Foreign 
Key 

Species Foreign 
Key 

Match 

Name - Full_Name - Match 
Ref Foreign 

Key 
DBxref Foreign 

Key 
Match 

 

As a result, the pairs that are identified as matched by 
the constraint matcher are the pairs that will be merged 
into a single attribute, while other attributes will remain 
as they are. 

 

4.5  Instance Data Matcher 
 

The data type and constraint matchers introduced 
above are applied accordingly to the pairs of attributes 
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whenever a different element is considered. For 
example the percentage of similarities between Gene 
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(Figure 4) when data type and role of the attribute, 
respectively are considered. This shows that these 
elements have effect on the percentage of similarities 
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affect the final result of integration; (ii) it is important to 
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that the percentage of matched attributes will increase. 
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Figure 5.  Percentage of Matched Attributes with Different Matchers

 

The second analysis presents the performance of our 
approach as compared to the previous works with 
respect to the percentage of similarities and 
percentage of matched attributes. From the Table 7, it 
is obvious that our approach achieved higher 
percentage of similarities and percentage of matched 
attributes compared to the previous approaches.  This 
is because our approach exploits the various elements 
of relational database schemas during the matching 
process.  
 

Table 7.  Performance Comparison  
Parameters Our 

Model 
[3] [19] [8] [13] [11] [2] 

% of 
similarities 

89 82 80 82 67 73 73 

% of 
matched 
attributes 

69 63 50 62 64 51 51 

 

The final analysis verified the correctness of the global 
schemas produced by our matchers as compared to 
the global schemas derived using the approaches 
proposed by previous works. As a result two cases 
have been identified whereby our model produces 
different results compared to the previous approaches. 
The first case is presented below. 
 

Gene Database:  Organism relation 
Organism 

Int 
Primary Key 

Organ_Name 
Varchar2 

Symbol 
Varchar2 

DBx 
Varchar2 

Description 
Varchar2 

 

Cistron Database:  Organism relation 
Organism 

Int 
Primary Key 

OrgName 
Varchar2 

CHRO 
Varchar2 

DBReference 
Varchar2 

Foreign Key 
Description 

Varchar2 
 

Global Schema:  Our proposed model 
Organism OrgName CHRO DBReference 

Description Symbol DBx 
 

Global Schema:  [2, 3, 11, 13, 19] 
Organism OrgName CHRO BBx and 

DBReference 
Description Symbol 
 
 

 

Using the model proposed by [2, 3, 11, 13, 19], the 
DBx and DBReference are merged as a single attribute 
in  the  global  schema  as their models do not consider 
the foreign key roles of the attribute. In our case, we 
checked the instance data in the DBx column and if 
there exists at least one instance data that is not null 
and it does not appear in the referenced attribute (i.e. 
the foreign key property is violated) then the attributes 
should not be merged. 
 

The second case is presented below: 
 

Gene_Product Database:  GeneProduct relation 
ID 
Int 

Primary Key 

Symbol 
Varchar2 

DBxref 
Varchar2 

Foreign Key 

Species 
Integer 

Foreign Key 
Type 

Varchar2 
Full_Name 

Char 
 

Genome Database:  Genome relation 
Gene_ID 

Int 
Primary Key 

Species 
Int 

Foreign Key 

CHR 
Varchar2 

Strend 
Int 

Gene_Name 
Varchar2 

Description 
Varchar2 

 

Global Schema:  Our proposed model 
ID Symbol Dbxref Species Type 

CHR Strend Description Full_Name 
  

Global Schema:  [8, 13] 
ID Symbol Species Type Full_Name 

CHR Strend 
and 

DBxref 

Description 

 

Note that in our model Strend and DBxref are not 
merged as they have different data types, while using 
the models proposed by [8, 13] these two attributes are 
merged as [8, 13] do not consider data type in their 
model. 
 

Figure 6 presents the global schemas derived based 
on the databases’ schemas given in Section 3. Figure 
6(a) presents the results using our proposed matchers 
while 6(b), 6(c), 6(d), 6(e) and 6(f) represent the global 
schemas produced using the matchers proposed by 
[2], [11], [3], [8], [13], and [19], respectively. These 
results are produced without user intervention. 
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Genome Database: Genome relation

Gene_ID
Int Primary Key

Species
Int Foreign Key

CHR
Varchar2

Strend
Int

Gene_Name
Varchar2

Description
Varchar2

Global Schema: Our proposed model

ID Symbol Dbxref Species Type

CHR Strend Description Full_Name

Global Schema:  [8, 13]

ID Symbol Species Type Full_Name

CHR Strend and 
DBxref

Description

Note that in our model Strend and DBxref are not merged as 
they have different data types, while using the models proposed 
by [8, 13] these two attributes are merged as [8, 13] do not 
consider data type in their model.

Figure 6 presents the global schemas derived based on the 
databases’ schemas given in Section 3. Figure 6(a) presents 
the results using our proposed matchers while 6(b), 6(c), 6(d), 
6(e) and 6(f) represent the global schemas produced using the 
matchers proposed by [2], [11], [3], [8], [13], and [19], respec-
tively. These results are produced without user intervention.

Based on the above results, it is observed that without user 
intervention, i.e. automating the process of schema/data inte-
gration, applying different type of matchers produced different 
global schemas, as shown in figures 6(a)-(f). The global sche-
mas produced by [2, 3, 11, 13, 19] are incorrect as they merged 
DBx and DBReference (Organism relation) as a single attribute, 
while these attributes have different roles. Using the matchers 
proposed by [8] will merge Strend and Ref (Gene relation) as 
they do not consider the data type.  
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(a) Global Schemas based on our Proposed Matchers
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(b) Global Schemas based on the Matchers Proposed by [2] and [11]
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(d) Global Schemas based on the Matchers Proposed by [8]
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(e) Global Schemas based on the Matchers Proposed by [13]
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(c) Global Schemas based on the Matchers Proposed by [3]
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(f) Global Schemas based on the Matchers Proposed by [19]

Figure 6. Global Schemas Derived using Different Approaches
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6. Conclusion

This paper presents an approach for matching relational da-
tabases’ schemas, which consists of five matchers namely:  
relation schemas matcher, attribute name matcher, data type 
matcher, constraint matcher, and instance data matcher. Our 
approach, which exploits the various elements of relational 
database schemas during the matching process, has achieved 
higher percentage of similarities and percentage of matched 
attributes compared to the previous approaches. Furthermore, 
we have shown that even without user intervention our approach 
produces better global schemas during integration. We intend 
to extend this work by considering complex matches.
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